
2014 CONTACT SWITCH
REMOTE SEATPOST



Tech Highlights
Trail riding is unpredictable and the all-new Contact Switch remote height-adjustable seatpost 
helps you master the trickiest trails. It’s instinctively easy to use, incredibly light, and 
durable. The New design is easily converted from external to internal cable routing to 
maximize the design of your bike.

 

 

1 Anti-Twist
Technology

Features:  Cleverly designed 
connection between the upper and 
lower tubes on the post to create a 
more stable interface.

Benefit:  Less side-to-side play 
providing a more stable performance 
feel while reducing the annoying free 
play found in many of the dropper 
posts in the market.

 2Interchangeable,
Reversible Clamp Design 

Features:  An interchangeable 
clamp design for standard 7mm 
(alloy) or 9mm (composite) saddle 
rails and a reversible outer clamp 
design allows for 12mm or 23mm 
offset options, also an extra long 
lower saddle rail guide designed to 
cradle lightweight saddle rails 
securely.
 

Benefit:  Allows for better fit and 
position on the bike while evenly 
supporting lightweight carbon, 
titanium and alloy saddle rails.

 3 Optional Cable
Routing 

Features:  Protecting the cables 
from the elements is a key feature on 
trail bikes today. The NEW Contact 
Switch features the same reliable 
performance of it’s predecessor, but 
now with the ability to adapt for both 
external or internal routing of the 
cables. 

Benefit:  Creates a clean outlook on 
the bike while protecting the cable 
from the elements and reducing the 
risk of trail elements from snagging 
the cable.

 4Remote Handlebar
Switch

Features:  Easily accessible control 
lever on the bar for quick access 
when you need it. The NEW Contact 
Switch features a shorter throw 
design requiring less effort from the 
rider.

Benefit:  Quick, easy control and 
now with less throw, the new 
Contact Switch is easier than ever to  
use—complete control when you 
need it when the trail gets tricky and 
pedalling efficiency for climbing at 
your finger tip.
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Intended USE

Tech Highlights

Weight, stiffness and comfort—these are the keys to performance, 
and the best way to balance all three is with a bike and components 
that work together to address every detail. The Contact Switch 
seatpost is engineered to offer maximum stiffness at the lowest 
possible weight while offering up to 100mm of unlimited vertical 
adjustment providing optimal positioning while navigating through the 
trickiest terrain.
WEIGHT—Engineered to maximize performance benefits without the 
significant weight penalty found in most adjustable seatpost designs.
STIFFNESS—Anti-Twist Technology virtually eliminates the annoying 
side-to-side play found in many of the height-adjustable seatposts in 
the market.
COMFORT—Infinite-adjust head allows for optimum positioning, and 
the infinite height adjustment ensures the seat is there when you need 
it, and isn’t when you don’t.

Specifications

Mastering the trickiest trails requires a bike and components that, 
together, put you in control of every situation. The Contact Switch 
is ideal for the all-mountain rider seeking extra adventure on the 
trickiest trails filled with challenges and obstacles.

CONTACT SWITCH
Remote Seatpost

–  Perfect for exploring the unpredictable terrain
–  Ideal for trail riders seeking a reliable and light adjustable seatpost 

to help nail the trickiest the trails

Black Anodized Bead Blast with 
Black/White/Blue graphics

AESTHETICS/COLOR

DIAMETER
MATERIAL 7050 Aluminum Alloy

INTERNALS Air spring & oil bath cartridge

WARRANTY 2-year

LENGTHS 400mm x 100mm drop
375mm x 75mm drop
350mm x 75mm drop

WEIGHTS 580 grams (400mm)
560 grams (375mm)
545 grams (350mm)

HEAD/CLAMP Reversible outer clamp design for 
12mm or 23mm offset options
Interchangeable clamp design for 
standard 7mm (alloy) or 9mm 
(composite) saddle rails
Extra long, full-contact lower rail guide 
cradles lightweight saddle rails 
securely

30.9 mm




